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Longitudinal polarization enhancement in h ! VV

V = W
±,Z

Longitudinal polarization of a massive gauge boson

"µL /
p
µ
V

mV

When mh � mV , �(h ! VLVL) is dominant:

�(h ! VLVL) / m
3
h.
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The same thing happens  
when a new heavy 

scalar boson decays 
only radiatively?



General setup

Consider a J
PC

= 0
++

scalar particle S .

S-V -V vetex:

S(p)Vµ(p1)V
0
⌫(p2) : mS


A gµ⌫ + B

p2µp1⌫

m2
S

�
,

Helicity amplitudes for the decay S ! VV
0

hVµ(p1,�1)V
0
⌫(p2,�2)|S(P)i ⌘ mST�1�2 ,
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Crucial condition for the longitudinal enhancement

The dimensionless amplitudes T�1�2

T++ = T�� = �A,

T00 =

8
><

>:

m
2
S

4m2
V

(2A+ B)� (A+ B), if mV ⌘ mV1 = mV2 6= 0;

0, if mV1 = 0 or mV2 = 0,

Required!

2A+ B 6= 0

In the SM,

A
hSM =

2m
2
V

vmh
, B

hSM = 0.
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Model with a singlet scalar S

CP-even singlet scalar boson S0

The most general scalar potential of the Higgs doublet H and S0

V (H, S0) = �µ2
H

†
H + �(H†

H)
2
+

a1

2
S0H

†
H +

a2

2
S
2
0H

†
H

+b1S0 +
b2

2
S
2
0 +

b3

3
S
3
0 +

b4

4
S
4
0 .

No tree level coupling of S0 with the Higgs boson:

a
tree
1 = 0 = a

tree
2 .

No tree level S-V -V and S-h-h.
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Model with 3 VLQ multiplet

VLQs: 1 doublet and 2 singlets

QL/R =

✓
U
0

D
0

◆

L/R

, UL/R , DL,R .

The Yukawa terms of VLQs

�LY = S0
⇥
yQQ̄Q+ yU ŪU + yDD̄D

⇤

+MQQ̄Q+MU ŪU +MDD̄D

+

h
YDQ̄LHDR + Y

0
DQ̄RHDL + YUQ̄L

eHUR + Y
0
UQ̄R

eHUL + H.c .
i
,
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Mass matrices of VLQ

The VLQ mass matrix MF and the mixing matrix is

MF =

 
MQ

YF vp
2

YF vp
2

MF

!
, R✓F =

✓
c✓F �s✓F
s✓F c✓F

◆
.
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VLQ coupling in mass eigenstates

h-F -F

yhF1F1
= �yhF2F2

= �
YF
p
2
s2✓F , yhF1F2

= yhF2F1
= �

YF
p
2
c2✓F .

Suppressed couplings for diagonal when ✓F ⌧ 1.

V -F -F

ĝZF1F1
= ḡ

v
Qc

2
✓F + ḡ

v
F s

2
✓F , ĝZF2F2

= ḡ
v
Qs

2
✓F + ḡ

v
F c

2
✓F ,

ĝZF1F2
=

�
ḡ
v
Q � ḡ

v
F

�
s✓F c✓F ,

ĝWU1D1
= c✓U c✓D , ĝWU1D2

= c✓U s✓D ,

ĝWU2D1
= s✓U c✓D , ĝWU2D2

= s✓U s✓D ,

Suppressed for o↵-diagonal when ✓F ⌧ 1.
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r?2`2 ĝ
V FF ′ = ĝ

V F ′F �M/ ḡvF = 1
2T

F
3 − s2WQF 7Q` F = Q,U ,DX h?2`2 Bb � #B; /Bz2`2M+2

#2ir22M h@F @F ′ +QmTHBM;b �M/ V @F @F ′ +QmTHBM;bX AM i?2 HBKBi Q7 θU ,D ≪ 1- i?2 ;�m;2
+QmTHBM;b iQ /Bz2`2Mi K�bb 2B;2Mbi�i2b Q7 oGZb U2X;X ĝ

V F1F
′
2
V �`2 bmTT`2bb2/ #v sθF X PM

i?2 +QMi`�`v- i?2 oGZ +QmTHBM;b iQ i?2 >B;;b #QbQM �`2 bmTT`2bb2/ 7Q` i?2 b�K2 K�bb
2B;2Mbi�i2bX

qBi?Qmi i?2 Z2 bvKK2i`v- i?2 S0 }2H/ +�M +QmTH2 iQ i?2 aJ T�`iB+H2b �i i`22 H2p2HX
aBM+2 i?2 bBM;H2i b+�H�` S0 Bb M2mi`�H mM/2` �HH [m�MimK MmK#2`b Q7 i?2 aJ ;�m;2 ;`QmT-
i?2 QMHv TQbbB#H2 `2MQ`K�HBx�#H2 +QmTHBM;b Q7 S0 iQ i?2 aJ T�`iB+H2b �i i`22 H2p2H �`2 iQ i?2
>B;;b #QbQM i?`Qm;? a1 �M/ a2 i2`Kb BM 1[X UjXkVX >Qr2p2`- � MQMp�MBb?BM; a1 i2`K rBHH
;2M2`�i2 i?2 S@h KBtBM; rBi? i?2 KBtBM; �M;H2 η- r?B+? b?�HH +?�M;2 i?2 >B;;b +QmTHBM;
KQ/B}2`b Q7 κV �M/ κf BMiQ cηX �++Q`/BM; iQ i?2 ;HQ#�H }i �M�HvbBb Q7 i?2 G>* >B;;b
T`2+BbBQM /�i� (kNĜjR)- cη Bb p2`v +HQb2 iQ RX LQMx2`Q a1 #mBH/b mT bQK2 i2MbBQM rBi? i?2
>B;;b #QbQM +QMbi`�BMibX JQ`2Qp2`- Qm` K�BM [m2biBQM Bb r?2i?2` i?2 mMB[m2 +?�`�+i2`BbiB+
Q7 � ?2�pv b+�H�` #QbQM bm+? �b i?2 HQM;Bim/BM�H TQH�`Bx�iBQM 2M?�M+2K2Mi `2K�BMb 2p2M
�i HQQT H2p2HX h?2`27Q`2- r2 +QMbB/2` � HBKBiBM; b+2M�`BQ BM r?B+? i?2 bBM;H2i b+�H�` ?�b MQ
i`22 H2p2H +QmTHBM;b rBi? i?2 >B;;b #QbQM,

atree1 = 0 = atree2 . UjXRjV

9 h?2 2z2+ib Q7 i?2 oGZ HQQTb

AM i?2 T`2pBQmb b2+iBQM- r2 bm;;2bi2/ � `�i?2` 2ti`2K2 b+2M�`BQ r?2`2 S0 /Q2b MQi BMi2`�+i
rBi? i?2 aJ >B;;b #QbQM �i i`22 H2p2HX h?2 bBM;H2i }2H/ S0 +QmH/ #2 +QMbB/2`2/ �b � }2H/ BM �
?B//2M b2+iQ`X AM i?2 KQ/2H- i?2 pBbB#H2 b2+iQ` �M/ i?2 ?B//2M b2+iQ` �`2 +QMM2+i2/ pB� oGZ
HQQTb, i?2 oGZb TH�v i?2 `QH2 Q7 K2bb2M;2`bX h?2`2 �`2 irQ T?2MQK2MQHQ;B+�H BKTHB+�iBQMb,
UBV i?2 bBM;H2i@>B;;b KBtBM; �M/ UBBV i?2 `�/B�iBp2 /2+�vb Q7 S BMiQ aJ T�`iB+H2bX q2 bim/v
i?2 2z2+ib �i QM2 HQQT H2p2HX

9XR S@h KBtBM; �M/ >B;;b JQ/B}2`b

S h

Ui/Di

(c)6B;m`2 R, 62vMK�M /B�;`�Kb 7Q` i?2 HQQT BM/m+2/ S@h KBtBM;X

6B`bi- i?2 S@h KBtBM; Bb `�/B�iBp2Hv ;2M2`�i2/ i?`Qm;? i?2 oGZ HQQTb �b b?QrM BM
6B;X RX h?2 b+�H�`@K�bb@b[m�`2/ K�i`Bt BM i?2 #�bBb Q7 (h0, S0) #2+QK2b

M2
hS ≡

!
2λv2 δM2

Sh

δM2
Sh M2

SS

"
, U9XRV

Ĝ e Ĝ



E↵ects of the VLQ loops

1 S-h mixing

2 Loop corrected Higgs modifiers

3 Radiative decays of S
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S-h mixing

Though the VLQ loops

M2
hS ⌘

✓
2�v2 �M2

Sh
�M2

Sh M
2
SS

◆
,

where M
2
SS = b2.

At one loop level,

�M2
Sh = �

ySNc

4⇡2

X

F

X

i

yhFi Fi
M

2
Fi


4(⌧SFi

� 1)g(⌧SFi
)� 4⌧SFi

+ 5

�
,

Note

if MF1 = MF2 , �M2
Sh = 0 (= yhF1F1 = �yhF2F2
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Here QF is the electric charge of the fermion F and the effective gauge couplings ĝ
V FF ′ are

ĝZF1F1
= ḡvQc

2
θF + ḡvF s

2
θF , ĝZF2F2

= ḡvQs
2
θF + ḡvF c

2
θF , (3.12)

ĝZF1F2
=
!
ḡvQ − ḡvF

"
sθF cθF ,

ĝWU1D1
= cθU cθD , ĝWU1D2

= cθU sθD ,

ĝWU2D1
= sθU cθD , ĝWU2D2

= sθU sθD ,

where ĝ
V FF ′ = ĝ

V F ′F , ḡ
v
F = 1

2T
F
3 −s2WQF for F = Q,U ,D. There is a big difference between

h-F -F ′ couplings and V -F -F ′ couplings. In the limit of θU ,D ≪ 1, the gauge couplings to

different mass eigenstates of VLQs (e.g. ĝ
V F1F

′
2
) are suppressed by sθF . On the contrary,

the VLQ couplings to the Higgs boson are suppressed for the same mass eigenstates.

Without the Z2 symmetry, a single S0 field can couple to the SM particles at tree level.

Since the singlet S0 is neutral under all quantum numbers of the SM gauge group, the only

possible renormalizable couplings of S0 to the SM particles at tree level are to the Higgs

boson through a1 and a2 terms in Eq. (3.2). However, a nonvanishing a1 term will generate

the S-hmixing with the mixing angle η, which shall change the Higgs coupling modifier into

κV = κf = cη. According to the global fit analysis of the LHC Higgs precision data [28–

30], cη is very close to 1. Nonzero a1 builds up tension with the Higgs boson constraints.

Moreover, our main focus is on the the radiatively generated decays of S through the VLQ

loops. Therefore, we consider a limiting scenario in which the singlet scalar has no tree

level couplings with the SM particles, i.e., with the Higgs boson:

atree1 = 0 = atree2 . (3.13)

4 The effects of the VLQ loops

In the previous section, we suggested a rather extreme scenario where the singlet scalar

S0 does not interact with the SM Higgs boson at tree level. The singlet field S0 could be

considered as a field in a hidden sector. In the model, the visible sector and the hidden

sector are connected via VLQ loops: the VLQs play the role of messengers. There are two

phenomenological implications: (i) the singlet-Higgs mixing and (ii) the radiative decays

of S into SM particles. We study the loop induced effects at one loop level.

4.1 S-h mixing and Higgs Modifiers

S h

Ui/Di

(c)Figure 1: Feynman diagrams for the loop induced S-h mixing.
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Modified Higgs couplings

1 Through the S-h mixing to all i .

2 Through new triangle diagrams for g and � .

Both corrections are suppressed when MF1 ' MF2 .
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Radiative decays of S (i)

The decay into a top pair is through the S-h mixing

�(S ! tt̄) = s
2
⌘ �(hSM ! tt̄)

���
mhSM

=mS

,

Decay into hh and VV are from the SS-h mixing and the VLQ

triangle diagrams:

July 2, 2018 10 / 14

The mass eigenvalues and the S-h mixing angle η are

m 2
h;S ¼

1

2

!
M2

hh þM2
SS ∓

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðM2

SS −M2
hhÞ2 þ 4ðδM2

ShÞ2
q #

;

s2η ¼
2δM2

Sh

m 2
S − m 2

h
; ð23Þ

where we use the S-h mixing matrix Rη in Eq. (13). Since
δM2

Sh is radiatively generated, we expect sη ≪ 1. We take
the mass eigenstate h ¼ cηh0 − sηS0 to be the observed
Higgs boson with a mass of 125 GeV, and S to be heavy
such as m S ≳ 500 GeV.
The nonzero S-h mixing changes the Higgs coupling

modifiers of κZ, κW , κt, κτ, and κb into cη. The loop-induced
decays of the Higgs boson into gg and γγ are parametrized
by κg and κγ:

LHiggs ¼ κgcSMg
h
v
GaμνGa

μν þ κγcSMγ
h
v
FμνFμν: ð24Þ

The SM values cSMg and cSMγ are

cSMg ≡ αs
16π

ASM
hgg; cSMγ ≡ αe

8π
ASM
hγγ; ð25Þ

where ASM
hgg ¼

P
f¼t;bA1=2ðτhfÞ, ASM

hγγ ¼ A1ðτhWÞ þP
f¼t;b;τN

f
CQ

2
fA1=2ðτhfÞ, and A1=2ðτÞ and A1ðτÞ are referred

to Ref. [72]. The modifiers κg and κγ receive two kinds of
new contributions. One is from the modified couplings of h
to the SM particles through the S-h mixing. The other is
from the triangle VLQ loops:

AVLQ
hgg ¼

X

F

X

i

yhFiFi

v
MFi

A1=2ðτhFi
Þ;

AVLQ
hγγ ¼

X

F

X

i

NCQ2
Fi
yhFiFi

v
MFi

A1=2ðτhFi
Þ; ð26Þ

where F ¼ U;D, i ¼ 1, 2, τij ¼ m 2
i =ð4m 2

jÞ. Then κg and
κγ are

κg;γ ¼
cηASM

hgg;hγγ þAVLQ
hgg;hγγ

ASM
hgg;hγγ

: ð27Þ

Since yhF1F1
and yhF2F2

in Eq. (16) have opposite signs,
both δM2

Sh as well as AVLQ
hgg;hγγ are suppressed when

MF1
≃MF2

.
Brief comments on strong first order electroweak phase

transition are in order here. The main reason why a singlet
scalar model can easily accommodate strong first order
phase transition is the extended scalar field space to earn
more freedom. Naturally the mixing between S and the
Higgs boson is essential to enjoy the extended scalar field
space. In Ref. [58], the extensive parameter scan showed
that strong first order electroweak phase transition requires
nonzero a1 of the order of 100 GeV. Since a1 vanishes at
tree level in our limit scenario, the critical question is
whether the loop-induced aloop1 can be about 100 GeV.
We find that this happens when there are sizable mass
differences between VLQs: for example, ΔMF1F2

∼
100 GeV yields aloop1 ∼Oð100Þ GeV. As shall be shown,
ΔMF1F2

∼100 GeV is still allowed by the current exper-
imental results. In summary, our limiting scenario can
provide a strong first order electroweak phase transition.

B. Radiative decays of S

Another important effect of the VLQ loops is the
radiative decay of S into the SM particles, which occurs
through the S-h mixing as in Fig. 1 and/or through the
triangle VLQ loops into a gauge boson pair or a Higgs
boson pair as in Fig. 2. Since we consider the case of
m S ≳ 500 GeV, the main decay modes are into tt̄, gg, γγ,
WW, ZZ, and hh.
The decay of S into a top quark pair is only through the

S-h mixing. The partial decay rate is

(a) (b)

FIG. 2. Feynman diagrams of S → hh and S → WW from the VLQ loops.

FIG. 1. Feynman diagrams for the loop-induced S-h mixing.
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Radiative decays of S (ii)

Decay into hh

�(S ! hh) =
�hh
32⇡

mS |C|
2 ,

where

C =
ySNc

4⇡2

X

F

X

i ,j

y
2
hFi Fj

CT (mh,mS ,MFi ,MFj ) +
3m

2
h

vmS
s⌘ ,
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Radiative decays of S (iii)

Decay into VV , governed by A and B

T++ = T�� = �A,

T00 =

8
<

:

m
2
S

4m2
V

(2A+ B)� (A+ B), if mV ⌘ mV1 = mV2 6= 0;

0, if mV1 = 0 or mV2 = 0,

where

AV =
g
2
V ySNc

8⇡2

X

i ,j

h
ĝ
2
WUiDj

AT (MUi ,MDj ) + {U $ D}

i
+

2m
2
V

vmS
s⌘,

BV =
g
2
V ySNc

8⇡2

X

i ,j

h
ĝ
2
WUiDj

BT (MUi ,MDj ) + {U $ D}

i
,

where gW = g , gZ = g/cW , and ⌘ is the S-h mixing angle.
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The condition for the longitudinal enhancement

Asymptotically

2AT + BT ⇠ O
�
m

2
V /m

2
S

�
if �F = 0

Mass di↵erences in VLQ and thus multi VLQs are crucial to

longitudinal polarization enhancement.
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Benchmark point

We consider

MQ = MU = MD, YU = 0, YD varies.

July 2, 2018 13 / 13
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b?QrM BM 1[X UkXjVX h?2 AǶb �`2

Aγγ =
e2ySNc

4π2

!

F

!

i

Q2
Fi

1
√
τFi

"
1 + (1− τ−1

Fi
)f(τFi)

#
, U9XR8V

Agg = δab
g2syS
8π2

!

F

!

i

1
√
τFi

"
1 + (1− τ−1

Fi
)f(τFi)

#
,

AZγ =
e gZ ySNc

2π2

!

F

!

i

QFi ĝZFiFi

1
√
τFi

$
−1− (1− τ−1

Fi
)f(τFi) +O

%
m2

Z

m2
S

&'
,

r?2`2 a, b �`2 +QHQ` BM/B+2b Q7 i?2 Qmi;QBM; ;HmQMb- F = U ,D- i = 1, 2- �M/ τFi =

m2
S/(4M

2
Fi
)X h?2 BǶb +�M #2 Q#i�BM2/ #v mbBM; q�`/ B/2MiBiv �b 7QHHQrb

Bγγ = −2Aγγ , Bgg = −2Agg, BZγ = −2
(
1− m2

Z

m2
S

)−1
AZγ . U9XReV
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Eqs. (30), (32), and (33). The reason why BðS → WWÞ is
much larger than BðS → ZZÞ when YU;D ¼ 0 is that the
gauge couplings of VLQs to the Z boson are smaller than
those to theW boson with our choice of the electric charges
of VLQs. Note that ΓðS → WWÞ ≫ ΓðS → γγ; ZZÞ is
generic in the view of high dimensional operators in the
effective field theory [78].
As YD increases, the decay modes into hh,WW, ZZ and

tt̄ all become significant. For both m S ¼ 500 GeV and
m S ¼ 750 GeV cases, the hh mode is as important as the
gg mode when YD ≃ 0.8, and dominant when YD ≳ 0.9,
followed by the WW, ZZ, and tt̄ modes. We found that the
little hierarchy among hh, WW, ZZ and tt̄ modes is quite
generic with more general parameter setup. In some
extreme corners of the parameter space such as small
YU;D but large ΔF, the WW decay mode is dominant.
In Fig. 4, we show the total decay rate of S as a function

of ΔMU1D1
for m S ¼ 500 GeV and m S ¼ 750 GeV. When

ΔMU1D1
¼ 0, Γtot

S ∼0.1 GeV for both mass cases. The
singlet scalar is a very narrow resonance. With increasing

ΔMU1D1
, Γtot

S starts decreasing, which is expected since U1;2

and D2 become heavier with the fixed MD1
and thus make

smaller loop corrections. When ΔMU1D1
is large enough,

however, Γtot
S turns to increase, reaching about 10 GeV

when ΔMU1D1
¼ 300 GeV. The enhancement compared to

theΔMU1D1
¼ 0 case is almost by two orders of magnitude.

This is unexpected since the VLQ masses for ΔMU1D1
¼

300 GeV are much heavier than those for ΔMU1D1
¼ 0.

This shows how dramatic the enhancement of the radiative
decays of S can be when there exist sizable mass
differences of the VLQs.
Figure 5 presents the 95% C.L. exclusion region in

the ðΔMU1D1
; ySÞ parameter plane by the LHC Higgs

precision data as well as the heavy Higgs search results
in the WW, ZZ, and hh channels. We also show the
contours for sη by dashed (orange) lines. For the Higgs
precision data, we adopt the global fit results from the
ATLAS/CMS combined analysis for κV ≤1 [70]:
κV ¼ 0.97$ 0.060, κg ¼ 0.81þ0.13

−0.10 , and κγ ¼ 0.90þ0.10
−0.09 .

Note that κτ ¼ 0.87þ0.12
−0.11 and κb ¼ 0.57þ0.16

−0.16 are consistent
within 2σ but κt ¼ 1.42þ0.23

−0.22 shows some deviation. For
heavy scalar boson searches with mass m S ¼ 500
ð750Þ GeV, the observed 95% C.L. upper bounds on
σ · B at

ffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 8 TeV are 200 fb (40 fb) for WW [79,80],

43 fb (12 fb) for ZZ [81], and 107.6 fb (34 fb) for hh
[82–84]. We found that the heavy scalar search channels of
dijet [85,86] and Wγ=Zγ [87] provide weaker constraints.
We do not consider the tt̄ channel [88,89] because the
current bound ignores the interference with the continuum
background, which can be very significant [90–92].
The Higgs precision data exclude large ΔMU1D1

, almost
independently of yS: ΔMU1D1

≲ 200 ð300Þ GeV for m S ¼
500 ð750Þ GeV is allowed. This exclusion mainly comes
from the constraint on κg. When ΔMU1D1

is small, or
equivalently when all of the VLQ masses are almost
degenerate, the opposite signs between yhF1F1

and yhF2F2

FIG. 4. Total decay rate of the singlet scalar S as a function of
ΔMU1D1

or YD for m S ¼ 500 GeV and m S ¼ 750 GeV. We take
the benchmark parameter line in Eq. (36).

(a) (b)

FIG. 3. Branching ratios of the singlet scalar S with mass m S ¼ 500, 750 GeV as functions of ΔMU1D1
ð≡MU1

−MD1
Þ. For the VLQ

masses we set the lightest VLQ mass as MD1
¼ 0.6m S and assume MQ ¼ MU ¼ MD and YU ¼ 0 with varying YD.
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Eqs. (30), (32), and (33). The reason why BðS → WWÞ is
much larger than BðS → ZZÞ when YU;D ¼ 0 is that the
gauge couplings of VLQs to the Z boson are smaller than
those to theW boson with our choice of the electric charges
of VLQs. Note that ΓðS → WWÞ ≫ ΓðS → γγ; ZZÞ is
generic in the view of high dimensional operators in the
effective field theory [78].
As YD increases, the decay modes into hh,WW, ZZ and

tt̄ all become significant. For both m S ¼ 500 GeV and
m S ¼ 750 GeV cases, the hh mode is as important as the
gg mode when YD ≃ 0.8, and dominant when YD ≳ 0.9,
followed by the WW, ZZ, and tt̄ modes. We found that the
little hierarchy among hh, WW, ZZ and tt̄ modes is quite
generic with more general parameter setup. In some
extreme corners of the parameter space such as small
YU;D but large ΔF, the WW decay mode is dominant.
In Fig. 4, we show the total decay rate of S as a function

of ΔMU1D1
for m S ¼ 500 GeV and m S ¼ 750 GeV. When

ΔMU1D1
¼ 0, Γtot

S ∼0.1 GeV for both mass cases. The
singlet scalar is a very narrow resonance. With increasing

ΔMU1D1
, Γtot

S starts decreasing, which is expected since U1;2

and D2 become heavier with the fixed MD1
and thus make

smaller loop corrections. When ΔMU1D1
is large enough,

however, Γtot
S turns to increase, reaching about 10 GeV

when ΔMU1D1
¼ 300 GeV. The enhancement compared to

theΔMU1D1
¼ 0 case is almost by two orders of magnitude.

This is unexpected since the VLQ masses for ΔMU1D1
¼

300 GeV are much heavier than those for ΔMU1D1
¼ 0.

This shows how dramatic the enhancement of the radiative
decays of S can be when there exist sizable mass
differences of the VLQs.
Figure 5 presents the 95% C.L. exclusion region in

the ðΔMU1D1
; ySÞ parameter plane by the LHC Higgs

precision data as well as the heavy Higgs search results
in the WW, ZZ, and hh channels. We also show the
contours for sη by dashed (orange) lines. For the Higgs
precision data, we adopt the global fit results from the
ATLAS/CMS combined analysis for κV ≤1 [70]:
κV ¼ 0.97$ 0.060, κg ¼ 0.81þ0.13

−0.10 , and κγ ¼ 0.90þ0.10
−0.09 .

Note that κτ ¼ 0.87þ0.12
−0.11 and κb ¼ 0.57þ0.16

−0.16 are consistent
within 2σ but κt ¼ 1.42þ0.23

−0.22 shows some deviation. For
heavy scalar boson searches with mass m S ¼ 500
ð750Þ GeV, the observed 95% C.L. upper bounds on
σ · B at

ffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 8 TeV are 200 fb (40 fb) for WW [79,80],

43 fb (12 fb) for ZZ [81], and 107.6 fb (34 fb) for hh
[82–84]. We found that the heavy scalar search channels of
dijet [85,86] and Wγ=Zγ [87] provide weaker constraints.
We do not consider the tt̄ channel [88,89] because the
current bound ignores the interference with the continuum
background, which can be very significant [90–92].
The Higgs precision data exclude large ΔMU1D1

, almost
independently of yS: ΔMU1D1

≲ 200 ð300Þ GeV for m S ¼
500 ð750Þ GeV is allowed. This exclusion mainly comes
from the constraint on κg. When ΔMU1D1

is small, or
equivalently when all of the VLQ masses are almost
degenerate, the opposite signs between yhF1F1

and yhF2F2

FIG. 4. Total decay rate of the singlet scalar S as a function of
ΔMU1D1

or YD for m S ¼ 500 GeV and m S ¼ 750 GeV. We take
the benchmark parameter line in Eq. (36).

(a) (b)

FIG. 3. Branching ratios of the singlet scalar S with mass m S ¼ 500, 750 GeV as functions of ΔMU1D1
ð≡MU1

−MD1
Þ. For the VLQ

masses we set the lightest VLQ mass as MD1
¼ 0.6m S and assume MQ ¼ MU ¼ MD and YU ¼ 0 with varying YD.
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Eqs. (30), (32), and (33). The reason why BðS → WWÞ is
much larger than BðS → ZZÞ when YU;D ¼ 0 is that the
gauge couplings of VLQs to the Z boson are smaller than
those to theW boson with our choice of the electric charges
of VLQs. Note that ΓðS → WWÞ ≫ ΓðS → γγ; ZZÞ is
generic in the view of high dimensional operators in the
effective field theory [78].
As YD increases, the decay modes into hh,WW, ZZ and

tt̄ all become significant. For both m S ¼ 500 GeV and
m S ¼ 750 GeV cases, the hh mode is as important as the
gg mode when YD ≃ 0.8, and dominant when YD ≳ 0.9,
followed by the WW, ZZ, and tt̄ modes. We found that the
little hierarchy among hh, WW, ZZ and tt̄ modes is quite
generic with more general parameter setup. In some
extreme corners of the parameter space such as small
YU;D but large ΔF, the WW decay mode is dominant.
In Fig. 4, we show the total decay rate of S as a function

of ΔMU1D1
for m S ¼ 500 GeV and m S ¼ 750 GeV. When

ΔMU1D1
¼ 0, Γtot

S ∼0.1 GeV for both mass cases. The
singlet scalar is a very narrow resonance. With increasing

ΔMU1D1
, Γtot

S starts decreasing, which is expected since U1;2

and D2 become heavier with the fixed MD1
and thus make

smaller loop corrections. When ΔMU1D1
is large enough,

however, Γtot
S turns to increase, reaching about 10 GeV

when ΔMU1D1
¼ 300 GeV. The enhancement compared to

theΔMU1D1
¼ 0 case is almost by two orders of magnitude.

This is unexpected since the VLQ masses for ΔMU1D1
¼

300 GeV are much heavier than those for ΔMU1D1
¼ 0.

This shows how dramatic the enhancement of the radiative
decays of S can be when there exist sizable mass
differences of the VLQs.
Figure 5 presents the 95% C.L. exclusion region in

the ðΔMU1D1
; ySÞ parameter plane by the LHC Higgs

precision data as well as the heavy Higgs search results
in the WW, ZZ, and hh channels. We also show the
contours for sη by dashed (orange) lines. For the Higgs
precision data, we adopt the global fit results from the
ATLAS/CMS combined analysis for κV ≤1 [70]:
κV ¼ 0.97$ 0.060, κg ¼ 0.81þ0.13

−0.10 , and κγ ¼ 0.90þ0.10
−0.09 .

Note that κτ ¼ 0.87þ0.12
−0.11 and κb ¼ 0.57þ0.16

−0.16 are consistent
within 2σ but κt ¼ 1.42þ0.23

−0.22 shows some deviation. For
heavy scalar boson searches with mass m S ¼ 500
ð750Þ GeV, the observed 95% C.L. upper bounds on
σ · B at

ffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 8 TeV are 200 fb (40 fb) for WW [79,80],

43 fb (12 fb) for ZZ [81], and 107.6 fb (34 fb) for hh
[82–84]. We found that the heavy scalar search channels of
dijet [85,86] and Wγ=Zγ [87] provide weaker constraints.
We do not consider the tt̄ channel [88,89] because the
current bound ignores the interference with the continuum
background, which can be very significant [90–92].
The Higgs precision data exclude large ΔMU1D1

, almost
independently of yS: ΔMU1D1

≲ 200 ð300Þ GeV for m S ¼
500 ð750Þ GeV is allowed. This exclusion mainly comes
from the constraint on κg. When ΔMU1D1

is small, or
equivalently when all of the VLQ masses are almost
degenerate, the opposite signs between yhF1F1

and yhF2F2

FIG. 4. Total decay rate of the singlet scalar S as a function of
ΔMU1D1

or YD for m S ¼ 500 GeV and m S ¼ 750 GeV. We take
the benchmark parameter line in Eq. (36).

(a) (b)

FIG. 3. Branching ratios of the singlet scalar S with mass m S ¼ 500, 750 GeV as functions of ΔMU1D1
ð≡MU1

−MD1
Þ. For the VLQ

masses we set the lightest VLQ mass as MD1
¼ 0.6m S and assume MQ ¼ MU ¼ MD and YU ¼ 0 with varying YD.
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Eqs. (30), (32), and (33). The reason why BðS → WWÞ is
much larger than BðS → ZZÞ when YU;D ¼ 0 is that the
gauge couplings of VLQs to the Z boson are smaller than
those to theW boson with our choice of the electric charges
of VLQs. Note that ΓðS → WWÞ ≫ ΓðS → γγ; ZZÞ is
generic in the view of high dimensional operators in the
effective field theory [78].
As YD increases, the decay modes into hh,WW, ZZ and

tt̄ all become significant. For both m S ¼ 500 GeV and
m S ¼ 750 GeV cases, the hh mode is as important as the
gg mode when YD ≃ 0.8, and dominant when YD ≳ 0.9,
followed by the WW, ZZ, and tt̄ modes. We found that the
little hierarchy among hh, WW, ZZ and tt̄ modes is quite
generic with more general parameter setup. In some
extreme corners of the parameter space such as small
YU;D but large ΔF, the WW decay mode is dominant.
In Fig. 4, we show the total decay rate of S as a function

of ΔMU1D1
for m S ¼ 500 GeV and m S ¼ 750 GeV. When

ΔMU1D1
¼ 0, Γtot

S ∼0.1 GeV for both mass cases. The
singlet scalar is a very narrow resonance. With increasing

ΔMU1D1
, Γtot

S starts decreasing, which is expected since U1;2

and D2 become heavier with the fixed MD1
and thus make

smaller loop corrections. When ΔMU1D1
is large enough,

however, Γtot
S turns to increase, reaching about 10 GeV

when ΔMU1D1
¼ 300 GeV. The enhancement compared to

theΔMU1D1
¼ 0 case is almost by two orders of magnitude.

This is unexpected since the VLQ masses for ΔMU1D1
¼

300 GeV are much heavier than those for ΔMU1D1
¼ 0.

This shows how dramatic the enhancement of the radiative
decays of S can be when there exist sizable mass
differences of the VLQs.
Figure 5 presents the 95% C.L. exclusion region in

the ðΔMU1D1
; ySÞ parameter plane by the LHC Higgs

precision data as well as the heavy Higgs search results
in the WW, ZZ, and hh channels. We also show the
contours for sη by dashed (orange) lines. For the Higgs
precision data, we adopt the global fit results from the
ATLAS/CMS combined analysis for κV ≤1 [70]:
κV ¼ 0.97$ 0.060, κg ¼ 0.81þ0.13

−0.10 , and κγ ¼ 0.90þ0.10
−0.09 .

Note that κτ ¼ 0.87þ0.12
−0.11 and κb ¼ 0.57þ0.16

−0.16 are consistent
within 2σ but κt ¼ 1.42þ0.23

−0.22 shows some deviation. For
heavy scalar boson searches with mass m S ¼ 500
ð750Þ GeV, the observed 95% C.L. upper bounds on
σ · B at

ffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 8 TeV are 200 fb (40 fb) for WW [79,80],

43 fb (12 fb) for ZZ [81], and 107.6 fb (34 fb) for hh
[82–84]. We found that the heavy scalar search channels of
dijet [85,86] and Wγ=Zγ [87] provide weaker constraints.
We do not consider the tt̄ channel [88,89] because the
current bound ignores the interference with the continuum
background, which can be very significant [90–92].
The Higgs precision data exclude large ΔMU1D1

, almost
independently of yS: ΔMU1D1

≲ 200 ð300Þ GeV for m S ¼
500 ð750Þ GeV is allowed. This exclusion mainly comes
from the constraint on κg. When ΔMU1D1

is small, or
equivalently when all of the VLQ masses are almost
degenerate, the opposite signs between yhF1F1

and yhF2F2

FIG. 4. Total decay rate of the singlet scalar S as a function of
ΔMU1D1

or YD for m S ¼ 500 GeV and m S ¼ 750 GeV. We take
the benchmark parameter line in Eq. (36).

(a) (b)

FIG. 3. Branching ratios of the singlet scalar S with mass m S ¼ 500, 750 GeV as functions of ΔMU1D1
ð≡MU1

−MD1
Þ. For the VLQ

masses we set the lightest VLQ mass as MD1
¼ 0.6m S and assume MQ ¼ MU ¼ MD and YU ¼ 0 with varying YD.
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Figure 15: Fit results for two parameterisations allowing BSM loop couplings discussed in the text: the first one
assumes that BBSM � 0 and that |V |  1, where V denotes Z or W , and the second one assumes that there
are no additional BSM contributions to the Higgs boson width, i.e. BBSM = 0. The measured results for the
combination of ATLAS and CMS are reported together with their uncertainties, as well as the individual results
from each experiment. The hatched areas show the non-allowed regions for the t parameter, which is assumed
to be positive without loss of generality. The error bars indicate the 1� (thick lines) and 2� (thin lines) intervals.
When a parameter is constrained and reaches a boundary, namely |V | = 1 or BBSM = 0, the uncertainty is not
defined beyond this boundary. For those parameters with no sensitivity to the sign, only the absolute values are
shown.

and �� decay loops may be a↵ected by the presence of additional particles. The results of this fit, which
has only the e↵ective coupling modifiers � and g as free parameters, with all other coupling modifiers
fixed to their SM values of unity, are shown in Fig. 17. The point � = 1 and g = 1 lies within the 68%
CL region and the p-value of the compatibility between the data and the SM predictions is 82%.
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cause significant cancellation of the F1 and F2 contribu-
tions. Therefore, κg is within the allowed value. As the
VLQ mass difference increases, the VLQ loop corrections
become more important. The Higgs precision data put an
upper bound on ΔMU1D1

. The κγ is less sensitive since the
dominant contribution to κγ comes from the W loop. The
S-h mixing effect, mainly on κV , is minor since we adopt
the Higgs precision data at 2σ level such that sη ≲ 0.5 [69].
Figure 5 shows that the ZZ channel in the heavy scalar

searches puts the strongest bound for both mass cases. This
is attributed to compatible branching ratios ofWW, hh, and
ZZ modes but much smaller LHC upper bounds on σ · B
for the ZZ mode because of its clean signal. The parameter
space with large yS and large YD is excluded. We also

present the contours of sη by dashed (orange) lines. It is
clear to see that the current heavy Higgs searches put
stronger bounds on the S-h mixing angle than the Higgs
precision data. In most parameter space, sη should be
less than about 0.01 (0.05) for m S ¼ 500 ð750Þ GeV. The
radiatively generated S-h mixing is significantly con-
strained by the current LHC data.
Finally, we show in Fig. 6 the cross section times

branching ratio σðpp → SÞ × BðS → XYÞ as a function
of ΔMU1D1

with m S ¼ 500 GeV at the 13 TeV LHC. The
decay of S into gg is not considered because of the
overwhelming QCD background. We normalize σ · B by
y2S. Incorporating the current Higgs precision constraint on
ΔMU1D1

, we present the results for ΔMU1D1
up to 200 GeV.

In the whole parameter space, the WW mode is leading
or next-to-leading, having σ · B ∼Oð100–1000Þ fb. The
cleanest search mode, the ZZ one, also has sizable signal
rate about 100 fb if ΔMU1D1

≳ 50 GeV. The hh channel is
also promising with sufficient VLQ mass differences.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In a simple extension of the SM with an additional singlet
scalar field S, we answer the question whether a unique
feature of a heavy scalar boson, the longitudinal polarization
enhancement in its decay into a massive gauge boson pair,
remains at loop level. In order to focus on the loop-induced
effects, we consider a limiting scenario where S does not
interact with the SM Higgs boson at tree level. Since S
decouples from the SM world at tree level, we introduced
vectorlike quarks (VLQs) as messengers between S and the

FIG. 6. Cross sections of production and decay of S for the
main decay channels with m S ¼ 500 GeV and

ffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 13 TeV at

the LHC. The cross sections are normalized by y2S.

(a) (b)

FIG. 5. The constraints in the parameter space of ðΔMU1D1
; ySÞ from the current LHC Higgs data as well as the

ffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 8 TeV searches

for a heavy Higgs decaying into WW, ZZ, and hh: (a) is for m S ¼ 500 GeV and (b) is for m S ¼ 750 GeV.

RADIATIVE DECAYS OF A SINGLET SCALAR BOSON … PHYSICAL REVIEW D 96, 055041 (2017)

055041-9

8 TeV constraints from WW, hh, ZZ
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cause significant cancellation of the F1 and F2 contribu-
tions. Therefore, κg is within the allowed value. As the
VLQ mass difference increases, the VLQ loop corrections
become more important. The Higgs precision data put an
upper bound on ΔMU1D1

. The κγ is less sensitive since the
dominant contribution to κγ comes from the W loop. The
S-h mixing effect, mainly on κV , is minor since we adopt
the Higgs precision data at 2σ level such that sη ≲ 0.5 [69].
Figure 5 shows that the ZZ channel in the heavy scalar

searches puts the strongest bound for both mass cases. This
is attributed to compatible branching ratios ofWW, hh, and
ZZ modes but much smaller LHC upper bounds on σ · B
for the ZZ mode because of its clean signal. The parameter
space with large yS and large YD is excluded. We also

present the contours of sη by dashed (orange) lines. It is
clear to see that the current heavy Higgs searches put
stronger bounds on the S-h mixing angle than the Higgs
precision data. In most parameter space, sη should be
less than about 0.01 (0.05) for m S ¼ 500 ð750Þ GeV. The
radiatively generated S-h mixing is significantly con-
strained by the current LHC data.
Finally, we show in Fig. 6 the cross section times

branching ratio σðpp → SÞ × BðS → XYÞ as a function
of ΔMU1D1

with m S ¼ 500 GeV at the 13 TeV LHC. The
decay of S into gg is not considered because of the
overwhelming QCD background. We normalize σ · B by
y2S. Incorporating the current Higgs precision constraint on
ΔMU1D1

, we present the results for ΔMU1D1
up to 200 GeV.

In the whole parameter space, the WW mode is leading
or next-to-leading, having σ · B ∼Oð100–1000Þ fb. The
cleanest search mode, the ZZ one, also has sizable signal
rate about 100 fb if ΔMU1D1

≳ 50 GeV. The hh channel is
also promising with sufficient VLQ mass differences.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In a simple extension of the SM with an additional singlet
scalar field S, we answer the question whether a unique
feature of a heavy scalar boson, the longitudinal polarization
enhancement in its decay into a massive gauge boson pair,
remains at loop level. In order to focus on the loop-induced
effects, we consider a limiting scenario where S does not
interact with the SM Higgs boson at tree level. Since S
decouples from the SM world at tree level, we introduced
vectorlike quarks (VLQs) as messengers between S and the

FIG. 6. Cross sections of production and decay of S for the
main decay channels with m S ¼ 500 GeV and

ffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 13 TeV at

the LHC. The cross sections are normalized by y2S.

(a) (b)

FIG. 5. The constraints in the parameter space of ðΔMU1D1
; ySÞ from the current LHC Higgs data as well as the

ffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 8 TeV searches

for a heavy Higgs decaying into WW, ZZ, and hh: (a) is for m S ¼ 500 GeV and (b) is for m S ¼ 750 GeV.

RADIATIVE DECAYS OF A SINGLET SCALAR BOSON … PHYSICAL REVIEW D 96, 055041 (2017)

055041-9
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cause significant cancellation of the F1 and F2 contribu-
tions. Therefore, κg is within the allowed value. As the
VLQ mass difference increases, the VLQ loop corrections
become more important. The Higgs precision data put an
upper bound on ΔMU1D1

. The κγ is less sensitive since the
dominant contribution to κγ comes from the W loop. The
S-h mixing effect, mainly on κV , is minor since we adopt
the Higgs precision data at 2σ level such that sη ≲ 0.5 [69].
Figure 5 shows that the ZZ channel in the heavy scalar

searches puts the strongest bound for both mass cases. This
is attributed to compatible branching ratios ofWW, hh, and
ZZ modes but much smaller LHC upper bounds on σ · B
for the ZZ mode because of its clean signal. The parameter
space with large yS and large YD is excluded. We also

present the contours of sη by dashed (orange) lines. It is
clear to see that the current heavy Higgs searches put
stronger bounds on the S-h mixing angle than the Higgs
precision data. In most parameter space, sη should be
less than about 0.01 (0.05) for m S ¼ 500 ð750Þ GeV. The
radiatively generated S-h mixing is significantly con-
strained by the current LHC data.
Finally, we show in Fig. 6 the cross section times

branching ratio σðpp → SÞ × BðS → XYÞ as a function
of ΔMU1D1

with m S ¼ 500 GeV at the 13 TeV LHC. The
decay of S into gg is not considered because of the
overwhelming QCD background. We normalize σ · B by
y2S. Incorporating the current Higgs precision constraint on
ΔMU1D1

, we present the results for ΔMU1D1
up to 200 GeV.

In the whole parameter space, the WW mode is leading
or next-to-leading, having σ · B ∼Oð100–1000Þ fb. The
cleanest search mode, the ZZ one, also has sizable signal
rate about 100 fb if ΔMU1D1

≳ 50 GeV. The hh channel is
also promising with sufficient VLQ mass differences.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In a simple extension of the SM with an additional singlet
scalar field S, we answer the question whether a unique
feature of a heavy scalar boson, the longitudinal polarization
enhancement in its decay into a massive gauge boson pair,
remains at loop level. In order to focus on the loop-induced
effects, we consider a limiting scenario where S does not
interact with the SM Higgs boson at tree level. Since S
decouples from the SM world at tree level, we introduced
vectorlike quarks (VLQs) as messengers between S and the

FIG. 6. Cross sections of production and decay of S for the
main decay channels with m S ¼ 500 GeV and

ffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 13 TeV at

the LHC. The cross sections are normalized by y2S.

(a) (b)

FIG. 5. The constraints in the parameter space of ðΔMU1D1
; ySÞ from the current LHC Higgs data as well as the

ffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 8 TeV searches

for a heavy Higgs decaying into WW, ZZ, and hh: (a) is for m S ¼ 500 GeV and (b) is for m S ¼ 750 GeV.
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Conclusions

Longitudinal polarization enhancement in the heavy scalar boson

decay into a massive gauge boson pair can happen even at loop level.

In a new physics model with one singlet scalar boson and three LQ

multiplets, the crucial condition for the enhancement is sizable mass

di↵erences among VLQs.

The WW and ZZ channels for a heavy scalar boson can be very

e�cient.
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Figure 15: Fit results for two parameterisations allowing BSM loop couplings discussed in the text: the first one
assumes that BBSM � 0 and that |V |  1, where V denotes Z or W , and the second one assumes that there
are no additional BSM contributions to the Higgs boson width, i.e. BBSM = 0. The measured results for the
combination of ATLAS and CMS are reported together with their uncertainties, as well as the individual results
from each experiment. The hatched areas show the non-allowed regions for the t parameter, which is assumed
to be positive without loss of generality. The error bars indicate the 1� (thick lines) and 2� (thin lines) intervals.
When a parameter is constrained and reaches a boundary, namely |V | = 1 or BBSM = 0, the uncertainty is not
defined beyond this boundary. For those parameters with no sensitivity to the sign, only the absolute values are
shown.

and �� decay loops may be a↵ected by the presence of additional particles. The results of this fit, which
has only the e↵ective coupling modifiers � and g as free parameters, with all other coupling modifiers
fixed to their SM values of unity, are shown in Fig. 17. The point � = 1 and g = 1 lies within the 68%
CL region and the p-value of the compatibility between the data and the SM predictions is 82%.
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